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What's Covered?

Coverage DCoverage B Coverage CCOVERAGE A

Stop and Identify What would be covered under each coverage

Other Structures
- 10% of

Coverage A. This
is Additional

Coverage

Materials and
Supplies located
on or next to the

described
location

Personal
Property

Loss of Use 
or

Fair Rental
Value



Coverages 
Review



Coverage A
Coverage A on an insurance

policy is the dwelling
coverage amount. The
dwelling portion of your

insurance covers the physical
structure of your home; the
walls, floors, ceilings, etc. 



Coverage B
Other Structures: 10% of the Coverage A
amount which is an additional amount of
insurance.

a. Detached garages; and 
b. Any other outbuilding on the 
 premises that is used for incidental
purposes in regards to the maintenance of
the main dwelling. 



Coverage B



Coverage C gives protection to personal
property only at the insured location owned by
the insured or members of his/her family
residing with the insured and usual to the
occupancy of the dwelling. 

If an insured purchases a new principal
residence, coverage will automatically apply at
the new location for 30 days immediately after
the insured begins to move his propert

Coverage C



Coverage C



 Animals
 Vehicles
 Aircraft, hovercraft
 Boats
 Paper and electronic data
 Credit and debit cards
 Money
 Grave Markers
 Water or Steam

Coverage C
Exclusions



Coverage D
Loss of USE
Loss of use coverage, also known as additional
living expenses (ALE) insurance, or Coverage D,
can help pay for the additional costs you might
incur for reasonable housing and living
expenses if a covered event makes your house
temporarily uninhabitable while it's being
repaired or rebuild.



Coverage D
Loss of USE



Coverage D
FAIR RENTAL VALUE



HOMEOWNER
POLICY 
LIMITS



What ABOUT 
Coverage E & F?



What ABOUT 
Coverage E?



What ABOUT 
Coverage F?



Loss of Use
_____________________
Detached Structures_________
_____________________
OTHER STRUCTURES __________
______________________

Can You 
Define?



Homeowners
HO-2 Forms

An HO2 policy is a type of home
insurance that is written on a

named-perils basis. This means
it only covers damage to your

property that's caused by one of
the perils listed on the policy.

Contents
Coverage



Homeowners
HO-4 Forms

An HO4 policy, also called renters
insurance, protects a renter's personal
property and addresses their personal
liability. In other words, it can help pay
for: Replacing your property when it's

stolen or damaged by a covered
incident. 

Contents
Coverage



Homeowners
HO-3 Form
HO-3 (aka Homeowners 3, Special

Form) is the most commonly
purchased policy, because it is the

minimum coverage required by
mortgage providers. The HO-3 policy
is an open perils policy that covers
any direct damage to the house or

other structures on the property
unless specifically excluded.

Contents
Coverage



Homeowners
HO-5 Forms

What Is an HO5 Policy? Sometimes
called the comprehensive form, an

HO5 policy is a type of home insurance
written on an open-perils basis. This

means your insurer covers damage to
your home and personal property

when it's caused by an event, or peril,
as long as it's not listed as an exclusion

in the policy.

Contents
Coverage



Homeowners
HO-3 VS HO-5
Forms



Homeowners
HO-6 Forms

HO-6 policy, also known as
condo insurance, is property

insurance for condo and co-op
owners. An HO-6 contains
coverage for your personal

belongings, your liability, and
special protection for

improvements or alterations to
the unit. 

Contents
Coverage



Homeowners
HO-8 Forms

Contents
Coverage

insurance for older buildings with replacement
costs that outweigh the market value. HO-8 policies
also fall short if a covered disaster destroys your
home. 

Your home has a market value and a rebuild cost. 

For example, your home may have a $350,000
market value, but you could rebuild it for $200,000. 

Conventional homeowners policies provide enough
dwelling coverage to completely rebuild your home.
But most HO-8 policies only pay the actual cash
value of your home, which is oftentimes much less
than its rebuild cost.



Self Check
 

Conclusion



What's Covered?

Coverage DCoverage B Coverage CCOVERAGE A

Stop and Identify What would be covered under each coverage



Section 3 Quiz
FILL In Section

What structures
are covered under

Coverage D

What does an 
HO8 Cover?

What's the Difference
Between Fair Rental

Value & ALE?

What Time Does
the Policy Expire?



Major Adjusters Training

Hands On
Training

1-on-1 or Group
Setting

Hands-On
Courses

 Finish Quick. Attend
Every training. 

Career
In A Hurry? Let's Talk

Money Later. 



Claims Adjusters Community

E-mail Address
advisors@majoradjusters.com

Contact Us
How to reach us

@ClaimsAdjuster @Major Adjusters @ClaimsAdjusteroftheYear


